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Executive’s reflections
PRESIDENT’S REPORT – Eduardo Aragon

Preparing for Change

At LMNHS, we are awaiting with anticipation the commencement of the new redevelopment project at 
the corner of 36th Avenue and Main Street, future home of our new house. This sounds exciting and fills 
us with hope, joy and – I must say – a bit of trepidation. I state this because we are departing from what 
we know; the neighbourhood house that we have treasured as the living room of our community for over 
thirty years. It seems it’s always been there, with open doors and a warm welcoming staff. 

It seems like yesterday, Little Mountain was a just a small community outfit ran by a handful of volunteers 
and a few stuff, with big hearts. Now it has grown into a vibrant place with 70 regular staff, a total of 
110 paid positions and over 150 volunteers that operate in 17 satellite locations across Riley Park/Little 
Mountain and as far as Shaughnessy. Shortly, Little Mountain Neighbourhood House is about to embark 
in a new and exciting venture: growth, which will be qualitative and quantitative.

The board of directors and our Executive Director began a very ambitious project to develop a strategic plan in preparation 
for this change. We are confident this plan will ease our transition into our new house and help deal with the growing pains 
of the process. We anticipate our neighbourhood house will adjust to new programs, including a much larger state-of-the-art 
new daycare, spacious meeting rooms, and comfortable new offices for our staff. We will also have a much better kitchen and 
full accessibility throughout the whole facility for people with limited mobility.

I take this opportunity to thank all our board members for all the hard work they have devoted to this project and many 
other important but not as glamorous tasks. I would also like to thank our staff and volunteers for their dedication to our 
neighbourhood house and exhort you to keep up the good work. Let’s all take this challenge and transform it an opportunity 
to enhance our services and programs for our beautiful neighbourhood. 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT - Joel Bronstein
Adapting to and preparing for change 

This past year, LMNHS has been actively engaged in preparing for the upcoming changes that will 
directly affect the neighbourhood house and the people we serve. For the past 25 years, LMNHS has 
been providing an array of programs and services to newcomers to Canada. LMNHS has spent this past 
year trying to understand the implications and develop a plan to respond to the Federal Government 
announcement that it is transitioning responsibility for Settlement Services from the BC government 
back to the Federal Government. We have been talking with service recipients, community partners 
and the various levels of government to determine the best way to ensure newcomers are well served 
in this transition period and into the future.

The neighbourhood house also continues to update its plans for the new facility that is slated to be 
included in the first phase of the Little Mountain Site Redevelopment. The Redevelopment Committee 
has been revising space and equipment and furnishings needs that reflect program and service 

changes, new technologies and the current fiscal realities. We will be working closely with the City of Vancouver, Holborn 
Development and the architects responsible for the overall Master Plan for the site and those responsible specifically for the 
new neighbourhood house and child care facility to figure out all the details to finally bring this project to fruition.

LMNHS has also been working hard to find alignment with some key initiatives that will support and benefit the residents 
in the neighbourhood. We continue to promote, collaborate and lead greening initiatives, arts and community engagement 
activities, local volunteer and employment opportunities that help build capacity in our neighbourhood that align with 
directions set out by government, foundations and forward thinking businesses. We hope to expand our facilitative role into 
the future.
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Children Care Program - Geraldine Clevette
Quality, Consistency & Caring in an  

Ever-changing Environment

LMNHS’s Child Care programs have remained a constant and 
reliable place for parents and children in the community.  Our 
programs have gone through many changes over the last year; 
while continuing to provide quality care for all families.  The 
care provided plants the seeds of the love of learning, in each 
child’s heart & mind.

Having long term staff 
at CDC has nurtured the 
children’s growth, devel-
opment, and changes 
over the years.  By pro-
viding consistency of the 
staff CDC has become a 
quality program that the 
community & LMNHS 
can count on.  The staff 

are continuing to bring in interesting objects, people and 
ideas that inspire each child’s thirst for knowledge.  

At LMOSC in the Fall of 2012, the younger children’s play-
ground had a fire that burnt down the climbing structure.  
The parents, school staff, LMOSC staff and children have all 
worked hard campaigning to raise funds to rebuild their play-
ground.  They put an application for a grant through with AVI-
VA Community Fund & they were 11th in the second round 
beating out hundreds of other projects (they needed to be in 
the top ten).  Unfortunately they didn’t make the 3rd and final 
round, but what came out of the ashes was a stronger commu-
nity, bonded together for the children.  So far the community 
has raised over $20,000.00 out of the $60,000.000 needed to re-
build the playground.

In MOSC the program has gone through many staffing chang-
es.  After a lengthy search for a new leader (Coordinator) the 
program is stabilizing and ironing out the kinks.  Under the 
guidance and direction of the Coordinator they have added a 
photo, chess, basketball, food/nutrition, and crafting clubs; all 
based on the children’s interests and staff’s talents.  The pro-
gram continues to offer parents in the community a safe and 
exciting place for all children to grow, learn and develop into 
confident, caring individuals.

Children & Youth Program - Jasica Grewal
New Funders, New Partnerships,  

New Participants

The Children and Youth Department has seen many 
successes, changes and improvements this year. Changes to 
increase sustainability include new funders, new programs 
and partnerships. This year, we received funding from three 
new foundations to support new and existing programs. The 
Steve Nash Foundation made the makeover in the old library 
space possible. This space is now equipped with speakers, 
new couches, benches, tables, and cubbies. The grant was 
also able to support other capital expenses such as a camera, 
games and electronic equipment. This space is now a cozy 
area for our CREW, Youth Council and Leadership programs. 

Our Leadership 1 program was also in a time of uncertainty 
and transition last year and emerged this year as an 
independent program focused on nature and building 
outdoor leadership skills. The newly renamed, Leadership 
Excursions program is dedicated to discovering our local 
landscape and building skills and friendships through an 
outdoor experience. Some of the fun outings included: 
snowshoeing, hiking and overnight camping trips. The pilot 
project gained momentum quickly and registration for the 
program quickly filled up.

Our pre teen empowerment program, Fab Girls was not 
only able to secure 
funding for the 
current year to run 
an extended 16 
week program, but 
also impressed the 
funders enough to 
receive additional 
monies to fund the 
program for the following year. Fab Girls has been a long 
running program at Little Mountain but it has yet to secure 
stable long term funding. This year, we made strides in that 
direction. 

The Children & Youth Department hosted its second annual 
BC Youth week celebrations with a successful partnership 
with PCRS and Tupper Secondary. This year, all the Children 
& Youth Programs were able to positively contribute to 

the planning, participation and 
promotion of BC Youth Week.

Through all these improvements 
and changes, the CY Department 
continues to thrive with its 
Literacy programs offered at three 
schools, the newly expanded 
Special Service team and overall 
involvement of Youth Council 
participants in Neighbourhood 
House activities and events. 

Program highlights
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Community Program - Jennifer Wesman
Constant in a Changing Environment

The popular adage reminds us that the only thing constant is change (Heraclitus). This holds especially true in the Little 
Mountain/Riley Park neighbourhood, which is undergoing tremendous change both in terms of development and 
demographics. LMNHS continues to grow with the neighborhood in an organic, responsive, and adaptable way. Many of our 
community programs reflect this growth as well; imbedded in them is the knowledge that the best way to prepare for change 
and uncertainty is to allow people to learn and develop together; to discuss, design, and facilitate dialogue and community-
based programs that strengthen skills, relationships, community involvement and leadership.

For example, the launch of a two-book manual entitled “Everything Present 
in the Seed: Community Leadership Training” supports individual growth for 
changing communities. It was developed and tested through the Volunteers 
Connections Project, a three year participatory research project headed by 
Capilano University with the support of staff, volunteers, and learners from 
LMNHS.  A grass-roots, neighbourhood driven project, the manual is designed 
to engage community volunteers in developing knowledge, language, 
and practical tools for community development. It is about supporting 
volunteers to grow and share their strengths. It can be adapted for people 
passionate about making a difference in their changing communities. Each 
section builds concrete skills needed for community development such as: 
communication, facilitation, community research, project planning, and 

proposal writing. Many 
of the activities were 
developed over the 
course of our monthly 
Volunteer Connections’ 
workshops,  held 
here at LMNHS. This 
resulted in a team of 
18 LMNH volunteers 
working together to create an art-based social enterprise pilot project. 
Two of these volunteers also gained skills and confidence to facilitate 
art-based education workshops to other volunteers and newcomers.  
The participants in this program developed close relationships and 
gained confidence and feelings of security and inclusion in our changing 
neighbourhood. 

Feedback from the community also reveals the importance of arts-based activities as a means to connect and engage 
newcomers and long-term residents. Art is a language we all speak, and it transfers across cultures. With our workshop 
series entitled “We ART Community: Cultural Arts Engagement,” we were able to build upon our volunteers’ skills to provide 

workshops focusing on recycled arts as a means of bringing 
people together in conversation and artistic expression. Our 
increase in arts-engagements projects reflect the unique and 
changing art initiatives happening in the larger community of 
Main Street and surrounding. Moving forward in this area, we 
are also excited to have recently hired a local newcomer, artist 
in residence, and former LMNH volunteer, to assist with a multi 
media arts-engagement project for the City of Vancouver’s 
Welcoming Communities Program (WCP). We will be developing 
“Community Art and Action Circles” for neighbours to share 
their stories, successes, and struggles surrounding experiences 
of integration and multiculturalism. This is just another example 
of LMNH’s unique, grass-roots, and place-based approach 
to community programming that changes in response to the 
demands and demographics of a dynamic neighbourhood.
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Settlement Program - Susan Schachter
Adapting to and Preparing for the  

Impending Changes 

Adaptation; what a difference a year makes. One year ago, 
I wrote about our expanded language and settlement 
programs, how they are thriving and our role as lead agency. 
I am happy to report, over the year, we delivered services to 
over 830 settlement clients and over 100 language clients. But 
as we move forward, we are entering into a period of change. 
Since the last annual report, the Settlement sector was 
advised by Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC) that 
they would be taking back the responsibility of settlement 
services from the Provincial government. That means we will 
be going through another procurement process in June 2013 
to bid on the delivery of language, 
settlement, seniors, and welcoming 
communities programs. Internally, 
over the past few months, we have 
been assessing clients’ needs, 
attending sector meetings to 
understand this new system in BC, 
and evaluating our programming 
to ensure we are offering the most 

needed services to our community. We are evaluating what 
we can do better or different and what opportunities might 
be on the horizon. Under CIC, the parameters have changed 
and therefore LMNH has to adapt and shift directions, slightly 
sideways, to respond to the new requirements and needs. 
One thing we are good at is re-framing and re-adjusting and 
if our environment changes, we adjust too. 

Luckily, our settlement, language and child minding staff are 
all professionals and are flexible enough to modify who and 
how services are delivered. As we enter into the final phase 
of delivery of settlement services under Welcome BC we 
look back at the growth and expansion and know that our 
committed mangers and staff have set the stage, as we prepare 
to move forward into a changing environment. Change and 

uncertainty is an 
inevitable part 
of working in the 
non-profit sector, 
but so is resiliency 
and commitment.  
As we look forward 
into our future we 
know we will never 
succumb to inertia.

Family Resource Program - Sanja Sladojevic
Home Away From Home

Our participants often tell us that “this is our home away 
from home” and others shared that, “after coming to 
Canada, this drop-in program became our new family”.  It is 
statements like these that motivate our staff to keep striving 
to make the early years programs constant in our growing 
and fast changing city. Our goal is to make the program safe 
and welcoming for families to play, learn, socialize and find 
support and resources when they need it.  When we recently 
asked one of our participants to help us with a fundraiser, 
this is what we heard:  “Of course I would love to help, you did 
so much for me when I needed help - you saved my life…”

Little Mountain offers programs for families with young 
children almost every day of the week. On Mondays and 
Wednesdays we are at Grays Park, on Thursdays and 
Saturdays our drop-in program runs at LMNH and on Fridays 
we are at Livingstone Elementary. We also offer Mother 
Goose Program on Mondays at Hillcrest Community Centre 
and on Wednesdays, in partnership with VPL, at Kensington 
Community Centre. 
From February to 
June we run the Ready 
Set Learn program 
in partnership with 
seven elementary 
schools in our 
neighbourhood.

If families need extra support, they can contact our family 
support worker or one of our counseling or art therapy 
practicum students.  Every Friday an art therapy student 
encourages clients to express themselves through different 
art forms and to address issues such as anger, grief and loss. 
On Mondays and Thursdays,  practicum students, training 
to become professional clinical counselors,  assist clients 
in discovering strengths, making desired life changes, 
improving relationships, and developing problem-solving 
and communication skills.  Finally two nursing students visit 
our drop-in program, once per week from September to May, 
and are able to help families with health issues or concerns.

“The LMNH early years programs are valuable for both 
children and caregivers,” one participant wrote recently.   “The 
benefits are obvious: lots of social interaction, early learning, 
meeting new friends, learning about various resources, tons 
of fun.” One of our Ready Set Learn participants told us, “I 
hope that the program runs the whole year, not only a couple 
of months,” adding, “there is nothing like this in the area, we 
really do need this program.” 

We hope that we 
will be able to 
secure the funding 
necessary to run 
our early years 
programs in the 
future so our 
clients can always 
come back to their 
“home away from 
home”.
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TREASURER’S REPORT - Paul Gowan
Financially speaking, the fiscal year that ended March 31, 2013 proved to be a year of continuity and stability for Little 
Mountain Neighbourhood House. 

In fiscal 2013, revenues and expenses were very comparable to those from 2012. Revenues increased to $2,158,642, 
up 1% from $2,145,024 in 2012. At the same time, expenses were $2,020,734, compared with $2,030,877 the previous 
year. The difference left a surplus of $137,908 for fiscal 2013, up from $114,147 in 2012. The fiscal 2014 budget predicts 
revenues of $2,213,824 and expenses of $2,210,403, with a small surplus of $3,420.

Many thanks to Little Mountain Neighbourhood House management and staff, members of the Finance Committee 
and Board, and to the external auditors who prepare the financial statements each year.  We look forward to further 
financial stability and further developments for the organization in 2014.

Financials

STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS

Little Mountain Neighbourhood House Society

STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS

4

Year ended March 31 2012
Operating 

Fund
Building 

Fund Totals Totals
$ $ $ $

REVENUE
Government grants [Schedule A] 1,460,663 — 1,460,663 1,496,906
Other grants [Schedule A] 128,724 — 128,724 155,352
Program fees 309,423 — 309,423 274,913
Gaming [note 9] 79,000 — 79,000 74,958
Other revenue 67,827 — 67,827 65,933
Room rentals 49,921 — 49,921 21,829
Interest 17,454 14,326 31,780 23,879
Donations and fundraising 21,713 — 21,713 21,868
Amortization of deferred contributions
   related to capital assets [note 11] 9,591 — 9,591 9,386

2,144,316 14,326 2,158,642 2,145,024

Salaries, benefits and contracted services 1,684,027 — 1,684,027 1,710,892
Materials, supplies and program expenses 128,758 — 128,758 117,071
Rent 60,360 — 60,360 44,001
Transportation and travel 43,274 — 43,274 48,906
Repairs and maintenance 26,541 — 26,541 21,444
Telephone and utilities 17,683 — 17,683 19,647
Amortization of capital assets 15,592 — 15,592 15,386
Printing and postage 15,467 — 15,467 13,614
Honoraria and volunteer support 11,253 — 11,253 22,622
Insurance 8,066 — 8,066 7,081
Professional fees 7,200 — 7,200 7,645
Bank charges 1,377 — 1,377 1,387
Board and meetings 1,136 — 1,136 1,181

2,020,734 — 2,020,734 2,030,877

Excess of revenue for the year 123,582 14,326 137,908 114,147

"this is an exerpt from the 2012-2013 audited financial statement"

2013

EXPENSES 
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LMNHS Staff Team 2012-2013
Administration
Babu Balakrishnan, Joel Bronstein, Claudia Cao, Geraldine 
Clevette, Jasica Grewal, Susan Schachter, James Shen, Sanja 
Sladojevic, Daniel Su, Kathleen Vincent, Jennifer Wesman
Children & Youth Programs
Carissa Benavides, Krystal Brennan, Jonathon Brin, 
Pavandeep Dhadwai, Ashley Doyle, Sarah Lee, Sharnelle 
Jenkins-Thompson, Merve Ozkan, Kay Pham, Natalie 
Schembri, Mehak Sharma, Shaina Somers
English Language Services for Adults
Naomi Frankel, Jessie Leu, Rose-Marie Mah, Aseefa Merali, 
Mia Parhizgar, Gwen Shaw, Hong Shu (Rainbow), Jean Stone, 
Rachel Yang
Family Resource Programs
Orah Chaye, Esther DeSouza, Pamela Downey, 
Jane Greiff, Lily Li,  Enalyne Point,  Anna Shum,   
Melissa Yeung

Child Care Programs
Amira Abdel-Malek, Christie Akhurst, Benson Lee, Randi Ball, 
Jennifer Batayola, Jacob Benjamins, Jessie Hanson, Sarah Ho, 
Suzanne Huang, Lisa Kerr, Robby Kerr, Bryan Laloge, Tegan 
McCusker, Eva McMillan, Stella Muise, Jessica Noble, Kevin 
Pang, Cheyenne Seary, Bhumika Tuteja, Janis Venn, Nancy 
Wang, Britina Wong
Community Programs
Erin Cathro, Donna Chen, Brian Hooles, Richard Keating, 
Ana Mateescu, Berenice Mora, Cathy Moss
Settlement Programs
Carmen Miranda-Barrios, Kim Dang, Wenhuan Ren, Arely 
Rodriguez, Lycia Rodriguez, Alma Saplala, Maria-Jose 
Valenzuela, Annie Yu
Special Services
Valerie Chin, George Coyne, Greg Dane, Narissa Gulamhussein, 
Zaheda Jiwa, Dawn Livesley, Yoni Marmostein, Doug Protz, 
Mark Stevens, Elizabeth White

Board of Directors 2012-2013
President: Eduardo Aragon
Vice President: Samuel Ho
Treasurer: Paul Gowan
Secretary: Nova Leaf

Members At Large: 
Christine Chu, Lana McGarry, Amy Ng, Raema Quam, 
Nick Sajoo, Sahar Shaifi, Ingrid Steenhuisen, Karen Van 
Schie

Childcare Programs
Licensed Childcare: Child Development Centre, McBride 
Out of School Care, Marguerite Out of School Care
Community Programs
Building Welcoming and Inclusive Neighbourhoods 
Initiative, Healthy Selves & Healthy Communities Program, 
Community Kitchen, Food Skills for Families, Friday Night 
Dinner, Music on Main, Music and More on Main concert 
series, Food Security potlucks and workshops, Culture and 
Communication Exchange, Neighbourhood Small Grants, 
Community Festivals, Volunteer Connections Project and 
Volunteer placements, We ART Community
Seniors Programs
Seniors Fitness, Seniors Crafts, Seniors ESL Classes, Seniors 
Field Trips, Seniors Peer Mentoring, Line Dancing, Mahjong, 
Tai Chi, Chi Kung, Health Workshops, Knitting

Children & Youth Programs
Summer Day Camp, Fab Girlz Group, The CREW Drop-In, 
Literacy Enhancement Program, Spring Break Adventure 
Camp, Special Services to Children & Families, Tupper 
Homework Club, Youth Council, Leadership Excursions, BC 
Youth Week, Citizen U
Family Resource Programs
Art Therapy, Counseling, Family Support Program, Family 
Drop-In, Little Mountain Family Connections, Mother 
Goose, Nobody’s Perfect, Parent Education, Ready Set Learn, 
Single Mom’s Support Group, Strong Start 
Settlement Program
Citizenship Classes, Counselling, Employment/Labour 
Market Services, English Language Services for Adults, ELSA 
Childminding, Guided Pathways, Life Skills & Education 
Workshops, Settlement & Adaptation, Orientation Workshops

LMNHS Programs 2012-2013
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Thank You to LMNHS Funders
• BC Housing
• Bowman Employment Services
• Capilano University
• Central City Foundation
• CIBC
• City of Vancouver
• CKNW Orphans’ Fund
• CLICK Foundation
• Coast Capital Savings
• Greenshield Canada

• Hamber Foundation
• Kinder Morgan Foundation
• Ministry of Jobs, Tourism & Innovation
• Ministry of Children & Family Dev.
• Ministry of Education
• Ministry of Human Resources & Social
   Development (Canada)
• New Horizons for Seniors (Canada)
• Open Doors to Learning
• Radical Foundation 

• Riley Park Community Association
• Steve Nash Foundation
• United Way of the Lower Mainland
• Vancouver Coastal Health
• VanCity Credit Union
• Vancouver Diabetes Association
• Vancouver Foundation
• Youth Philanthropy Foundation
• and many local businesses & individual       
   donors
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Community Partners & Connections
AMSSA • ANHBC • BC Centre for Ability • BCIT Nursing Program • Bethel International Church • Building Welcoming & 
Inclusive Neighbourhood Consortium: Metro Vancouver Neighbourhood Houses • CONNECT Consortium: SVNH, PIRS, 
MOSAIC, CNH • Family Services of Greater Vancouver • Information Services Vancouver • Inland Refugee Society • ISS • 
Kids Up Front • Leave Out Violence • Livable Laneways • Mid Main Community Health Centre • PACE • Pacific Community 
Resources • PICS • Quest • Riley Park Community Association • Seed to Sky • Settlement Workers in Schools (SWIS) • 
SUCCESS • Sunset Child Care Society • The Drift • UWLM • Vancouver Fountain Alliance Church • Vancouver Fruit Tree 
Project • Vancouver Playback Theatre • Vantage Point • Village Vancouver • VISTA Consortium: SVNH, KNH, CNH, ISS  

• West Coast Child Care • YWCA 

Public Partners & Connections
BC Housing • Citizen U • City of Vancouver • Equitas  • Post Secondary: BCIT, Capilano U, City U of Seattle, Douglas College, 
SFU, UBC, UVic, & Vancouver Art Therapy Institute • Vancouver Coastal Health • Vancouver Parks Board • Vancouver Parks 
& Recreation: Kensington, Mount Pleasant, & Hillcrest Community Centres • Vancouver Public Library: Kensington, Mount 
Pleasant, & Terry Salman branches • Vancouver School Board: Brock, Emily Carr, Livingstone, McBride Annex, McBride, 
McKenzie, Shaughnessy, Van Horne, & Wolfe Elementary Schools, SWIS, Total Education, Tupper Community School Team   

Community Merchant & Business Connections
All India Restaurant & Sweets • Arts Umbrella • Beansprouts • Choices Markets • Clarkdale Motors • Crave Restaurant • 
Devil May Wear • Dream Sushi • Flower Factory • La Salita Gift Shop • Liberty Bakery • Little Mountain Coffee Shop  
• Mobius Coffee & Tea • Nesters Market • Radical Entertainment • Regional Assembly of Text • Remedy’s 
Drugstore • Rexall • Rocky Mountain Flatbread Co.• Royal Bank of Canada • Solly’s Bagels • Starbucks 
• Tony Lau Insurance • Urban Source • Vancity Credit Union • Vancouver Canadians • Windsor Meats  

• & many others who generously donate to our neighbourhood events

Planning & Network Tables
AMSSA Immigration Integration & Cultural Committee • BC Youth Week Steering Committee • ELSA Net • First Call for 
Families • Inspire 2014 Planning Committee • Little Mountain Housing Redevelopment Advisory Group • Little Mountain/
Mt. Pleasant Service Providers Network • Make Children First Initiative • Main Street Car Free Days • Metro Vancouver 
Neighbourhood Houses Research Steering Committee • Midtown Youth Service Providers Network • Regional Assembly 
of Text • Riley Park/South Cambie Community Visions Implementation Committee • Vancouver Food Policy Committee  
• Vancouver Welcoming Community Project Planning Table • Vancouver Windows of Opportunity for Children and Youth Coalition

Your Support of LMNHS Helps Build a Healthy and Sustainable Community


